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Let's go from Shanghai to Osaka by ferry! 

Osaka Dot
ombori

Shanghai

Shanghai, an international city is also a cultural city with a long history.  
There are 19 important cultural preservation areas in the city, and there 
are many historical attractions.Also, if you like to enjoy the traditional 
Chinese atmosphere and taste, dine at a well-established restaurant is recommended.

It is the second largest city next to Tokyo, located about 600km 
west of the capital Tokyo. Osaka, a city of foods was once called 
"the kitchen of the country" is full of economical and delicious 
foods.In addition, there are plenty of interesting places in the city 
such as Osaka Castle and UNIVERSAL STUDIOS JAPAN(R)!

Guide to 
the terminal.

Address: 

■ Osaka 
International Ferry Terminal
● Shanghai Ferry (Su Zhou Hao)

1-20-52 Nankoh-kita, 
Suminoe-ku, Osaka-shi, 
Osaka, JAPAN

■Shanghai Port International 
Cruise Terminal
The nearest subway station is the " International 
Passengers Central Station" on line route 12.
No.500 Dongdaming Road, Shanghai, CHINA

 

  
  

Pro�le Enjoy your cruising with seeing ocean view by Su Zhou Hao.

Su Zhou Hao
Shanghai Osaka
Distance : about1500 km 
hours : Osaka departure: approx. 46hrs , Shanghai departure: approx. 46hrs
We have regularly operated one flight weekly between Shanghai/Osaka.
There are full-scale restaurant, large public bath and lounge. Also, you can 
enjoy the scenic views of the Seto Inland Sea, Kanmon Strait, Changjiang 
Yangtze River and the city center of Shanghai relaxedly.

Shanghai Ferry Co., Ltd.
  4-1-2 Midousujidai Bld.5F, 

Minamikyuhoji-machi, Chuo-ku Osaka-shi, Osaka, 541-0058, JAPAN
TEL.
FAX.

+81-6-6243-6345
+81-6-6243-6308

https://www.shanghai-ferry.co.jp/

SHIP DATA
14,410 GT/length overall 154m/speed 21 knots/5 decks(3 passenger  decks)/
passenger capacity 272 people/45 crews in all

Main facilities / Restaurant, bar, public bath, lounge, vending machine, 
game room, duty free shop
Official language / Chinese,Japanese■
Shipboard currency / Japanese Yen■ Internet / wi-fi service■

※Please contact us for more details.

■


